How often do you experience something that could go either exceptionally bad or hysterically
funny? Humor is subjective by generation, by upbringing, and by life experience. The ability to
find humor amongst any predicament is a skill worth developing. Over the last two decades,
finding humor in a circumstance out of my control instead of letting unhealthy emotions get the
better of me is the most valuable lesson I've learned. Did you realize laughter can add years to
your life? Given a choice, I'd take a full belly laugh over shedding tears any day.
Here's an example you may find relatable: you're running late for a breakfast appointment and
multitasking through your morning routine. Maybe you're brushing your teeth and listening to
voice mail at the same time, and maybe your Sonic Care toothbrush decided to jump out of
your mouth and decorated your black sweater with white polka dots. Do you laugh or start
swearing like a sailor? Perhaps both? Yes, this happened to me. Yes, I laughed, and yes I was
late, primarily because I couldn't stop laughing.
How about getting into the fast check-out line at the grocery store only to find the cashier
needs a price check, so much for expediency. When you have no control over a delay, I invite
you to go with it. Consider the delay an invitation from the universe to stay out of harm's way;
you may have been close to being in the wrong place at the wrong time. Maintaining the
mindset of protection over aggravation keeps my blood pressure down, particularly if I'm
behind a slow driver.
Laughing about a joke or situation does not imply you accept the view or values of another
person. However, it does prove you're human and can relax. The world will not come to an end
if you let your hair down. If you're stoic by nature, you can develop a sense of humor.
Hindsight is the beauty of time passing and seeing a situation with new eyes. There are no
rules to determine how long you need to appreciate another viewpoint that so strongly opposed
yours at the moment of a conflict. The closer your relationship to the other person at the time,
the longer it can take to reconcile or see the other point of view especially if either of you got
triggered by a similar event in the past.
Like any skill, with practice, you'll get quicker at shifting your perspective and finding humor in
an otherwise stressful situation.
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Have you ever been in a “mood,” and some innocent bystander comes up and asks you how
you are? Depending on how well you know them, your responses could range from a forced
toothy smile to letting them have it. A forced smile is easier to manage than an apology. My
husband finds forced smiles quite humorous, but he realizes if he pushes me it could result in
bodily harm on his part.
If you photograph one of your toothy fake smiles, you can look at it when under duress and
possibly break the tension by seeing how ridiculous you look. The goal is not to downplay
what you're feeling, you may have every right to react, but if overreacting is a pattern, you may
start laughing. Usually, at this point, you'll feel an apology coming.
Laughter is also very healing. I've been known to watch silly animal videos to pull myself out of
a slump.
People aren't the only beings with a sense of humor. I've long believed the Gods get bored
and place bets on what we will do in certain situations. I envision them rolling a pair of dice,
each roll determining a variety of situations to test us.
If you like props, one thing that always makes me laugh is a fart machine or whoopee cushion.
Such childish humor is a throwback in time to place innocence that taps a happy child who
doesn't care what anyone thinks. I have a remote control machine that makes random sounds
that just crack me up. The kid in me can begin laughing and not be able to stop. You know the
kind of gut wrenching laugh where you beg someone to make you stop?
April Fool's Day is one of my favorite holiday's but once a year isn't enough for the imp living in
me. I once hid a fart machine in a co-workers desk. He couldn't find it and thought someone
rigged his computer. It took every ounce of discipline I had not to burst out hysterically.
Thankfully, he thought it was funny.
Find humor wherever you can but make every effort not to have it at the expense of another
person's pain. Start laughing at yourself first, then appreciate when you can get another
person to join you.
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